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The Zecca (English: Mint) is a sixteenth-century
building in Venice, Italy which once housed the mint
of the Republic of Venice. Built between 1536 and
1548, the heavily rusticated stone structure, originally
with only two floors, was designed by Jacopo
Sansovino in place of an earlier mint specifically to
ensure safety from fire and to provide adequate
security for the silver and gold deposits.

study of the coins themselves.

feeling of great strength and a certain air of military
defence.

Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle Ages | ANS
Store
Venice and its lagoons :: The Zecca Mint
Based on two coin hoards of 5,000 and 14,000 coins, Alan M. Stahl, Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the
documentary evidence and scientific analysis, Stahl Middle Ages Baltimore and London: The Johns
presents a history of Zecca from its origins in the 9th Hopkins University Press (with the American
century to 1423 and the dominance of this Venetian Numismatic Association), 2000. xviii + 497 pp. $68.
currency in Mediterranean trade. Subsequent sections ISBN: 0-8018-6383-X. At its height in the fourteenth
Zecca of Venice - Wikipedia
focus on the mechanisms of controlling the bullion century, the mint was second in size only to the
The resulting book, Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the and the role of the mint and the coinage it produced Arsenal as a single place of employment for
Middle Ages, is the first to examine the workings of a in Venetian trade and government.
Venetians.
premodern mint using extensive research in original
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle Ages
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle Ages.
documents as well as detailed study of the coins
[Hardback]
(Reviews ...
themselves.
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle Ages.
See Zecca of Venice for the organization and
Within a few months of assuming the position of
operations of the mint in the Renaissance and the
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle Ages
curator of medieval coins at the American
remaining centuries of the Venetian Republic. Coins.
(Published in ...
Jacopo Sansovino, The Zecca, 1536-45, Venice
Numismatic Society in 1980, Alan M. Stahl was
The main coins minted during the Republic of
(Photograph by Marjorie Och) Sansovino’s first
presented with a plastic bag containing a hoard of
Venice include: silver ducato, minted for the first time
major commission in Venice was the new mint or
5,000 recently discovered coins, most of which
between 1193 and 1202; it was one of the first grossi.
Zecca. In 1535 the Council of Ten agreed that a new turned out to be from medieval Venice.
Coinage of the Republic of Venice - Wikipedia
mint was needed and initiated a competition for the
commission. Sansovino was selected as the winner in Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle Ages | Alan Encuentra Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle
Ages (Published in Association With the American
1536 and the project began, “without delay,” as the M ...
The Zecca Mint. The Zeccaoriginally stood near the Numismatic Society) de Alan M. Stahl (ISBN:
Council wished.
Rialto Bridge, but was moved to the sestiereof San
9780801863837) en Amazon. Envíos gratis a partir
Marcoin 1277 for safety reasons: by facing the sea,
de 19€.
Venice The Zecca
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle Ages.
there was no risk of sparks flying from the molten
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle Ages
(Published in association with the Johns Hopkins
metal and thus a fire hazard. In 1536, as part of the
University Press, 2000) This volume is the first
restructuring of the Piazzetta, Jacopo Sansovinobegan Published in ...
Zecca : the mint of Venice in the Middle Ages. [Alan
detailed study of the workings of a premodern mint to build the Nuova Zecca: the ashlarwork also
M Stahl; American Numismatic Society (1907- )] -based on both original archival research and detailed covering the columns gives the entire building a
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"Illustrated with photos of Venetian coinage from the themselves.
Association), 2000. xviii + 497 pp. $68.
world's major collections, Zecca also includes a listing
ISBN: 0-8018-6383-X. At its height in the
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle Ages by
of all holders of offices related to the medieval
fourteenth century, the mint was second
Alan M ...
Venetian mint and summaries of all ...
in size only to the Arsenal as a single
Media in category "Zecca (Venice)" The following 90 place of employment for Venetians.
Zecca : the mint of Venice in the Middle Ages (Book, files are in this category, out of 90 total. Carlevarijs,
Luca - Riva degli Schiavoni with view to Salute 2000 ...
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle
The resulting book, Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Galleria Corsini, Rome.jpg 2,560 × 1,607; 329 KB
Ages Published in ...
Middle Ages, is the first to examine the workings of a
Serenissima: Medieval Coinage of Venice
premodern mint using extensive research in original Category:Zecca (Venice) - Wikimedia Commons
History. Initially called "ducat" (ducato), for the ruling The Zecca Mint. The Zeccaoriginally stood near
documents as well as detailed study...
Doge of Venice who was prominently depicted on it, the Rialto Bridge, but was moved to the sestiereof
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle Ages - Alan it was called the zecchino, after the Zecca of Venice, San Marcoin 1277 for safety reasons: by facing the
since 1543 when Venice began minting a silver coin sea, there was no risk of sparks flying from the
M ...
Zecca is an impressively researched historical work also called a ducat.The name of the mint ultimately molten metal and thus a fire hazard. In 1536, as
focusing adeptly on its subject: the Venetian mint in derives from Arabic:
凾鐀
(sikka), meaning
a of the restructuring of the Piazzetta, Jacopo
part
the middle ages. The narrative is very readable and
coin mould or die.. In some regions, in later
Sansovinobegan to build the Nuova Zecca: the
the presentation uses footnotes to annotate the
centuries, this type of coin ...
ashlarwork also covering the columns gives the
voluminous amount of source material that went into
entire building a feeling of great strength and a
Sequin (coin) - Wikipedia
the creation of this work.
certain air of military defence.
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle Ages does Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle Ages
not only examine Venetian coinage and evaluate
Amazon.com: Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the
[Hardback]
monetary policy, but it also reconstructs the
Middle Ages ...
Widely imitated throughout the eastern
atmosphere of the mint and the personages that were Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle Ages by
Mediterranean, the gold ducat was also known as a related to it. Alan Stahl provides detailed and
Alan M ...
zecchino, from the word zecca meaning a coin mint. overwhelming, although sometimes repetitious,
Despite its explicit Christian imagery, the coin...
evidence on the zecca from its origin in the ninth ... Media in category "Zecca (Venice)" The
Serenissima: Medieval Coinage of Venice
The resulting book, Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the
Middle Ages, is the first to examine the workings of a
premodern mint using extensive research in original
documents as well as detailed study of the coins

following 90 files are in this category, out
of 90 total. Carlevarijs, Luca - Riva degli
Alan M. Stahl, Zecca: The Mint of Venice
Schiavoni with view to Salute - Galleria
in the Middle Ages Baltimore and London:
Corsini, Rome.jpg 2,560 × 1,607; 329 KB
The Johns Hopkins University Press
Zecca : the mint of Venice in the Middle
(with the American Numismatic
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Ages. [Alan M Stahl; American Numismatic Wikimedia Commons
Society (1907- )] -- "Illustrated with photos The resulting book, Zecca: The
Mint of Venice in the Middle Ages,
of Venetian coinage from the world's major
is the first to examine the
collections, Zecca also includes a listing of workings of a premodern mint using
all holders of offices related to the medieval extensive research in original
documents as well as detailed
Venetian mint and summaries of all ...
study...
Based on two coin hoards of 5,000 and
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the
14,000 coins, documentary evidence and
Middle Ages. (Reviews ...
scientific analysis, Stahl presents a history
The Zecca (English: Mint) is a
of Zecca from its origins in the 9th century sixteenth-century building in
to 1423 and the dominance of this Venetian Venice, Italy which once housed
the mint of the Republic of
currency in Mediterranean trade.
Venice. Built between 1536 and
Subsequent sections focus on the
mechanisms of controlling the bullion and 1548, the heavily rusticated stone
structure, originally with only
the role of the mint and the coinage it
two floors, was designed by Jacopo
produced in Venetian trade and
Sansovino in place of an earlier
government.
mint specifically to ensure safety
from fire and to provide adequate
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle
security for the silver and gold
Ages does not only examine Venetian
coinage and evaluate monetary policy, but it deposits.
also reconstructs the atmosphere of the mint
The resulting book, Zecca:
and the personages that were related to it.
The Mint of Venice in the
Alan Stahl provides detailed and
Middle Ages, is the first to
overwhelming, although sometimes
examine the workings of a
repetitious, evidence on the zecca from its
premodern mint using
origin in the ninth ...
extensive research in
original documents as well as
Category:Zecca (Venice) -

detailed study of the coins
themselves.
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in
the Middle Ages | Alan M ...
Venice and its lagoons :: The
Zecca Mint
Zecca is an impressively
researched historical work
focusing adeptly on its
subject: the Venetian mint in
the middle ages. The
narrative is very readable
and the presentation uses
footnotes to annotate the
voluminous amount of source
material that went into the
creation of this work.
Venice » The Zecca
Sequin (coin) - Wikipedia
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the
Middle Ages. Within a few months
of assuming the position of
curator of medieval coins at the
American Numismatic Society in
1980, Alan M. Stahl was presented
with a plastic bag containing a
hoard of 5,000 recently discovered
coins, most of which turned out to
be from medieval Venice.
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The Zecca (English: Mint) is athe Middle Ages (Published in
sixteenth-century building in ...
Venice, Italy which once
Jacopo Sansovino, The Zecca,
housed the mint of the
1536-45, Venice (Photograph
Republic of Venice. Built
by Marjorie Och) Sansovino’s
between 1536 and 1548, the
first major commission in
heavily rusticated stone
Venice was the new mint or
structure, originally with
Zecca. In 1535 the Council of
only two floors, was designed Ten agreed that a new mint
by Jacopo Sansovino in place was needed and initiated a
of an earlier mint
competition for the
specifically to ensure safety commission. Sansovino was
from fire and to provide
selected as the winner in
adequate security for the
1536 and the project began,
silver and gold deposits.
“without delay,” as the
Council wished.
Zecca of Venice - Wikipedia
The resulting book, Zecca:
Venice » The Zecca
The Mint of Venice in the
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in
Middle Ages, is the first to the Middle Ages. (Published
examine the workings of a
in association with the Johns
premodern mint using
Hopkins University Press,
extensive research in
2000) This volume is the
original documents as well as first detailed study of the
detailed study of the coins
workings of a premodern mint
themselves.
based on both original
archival research and
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in detailed study of the coins

themselves.
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in
the Middle Ages | ANS Store
Based on two coin hoards of
5,000 and 14,000 coins,
documentary evidence and
scientific analysis, Stahl
presents a history of Zecca
from its origins in the 9th
century to 1423 and the
dominance of this Venetian
currency in Mediterranean
trade. Subsequent sections
focus on the mechanisms of
controlling the bullion and
the role of the mint and the
coinage it produced in
Venetian trade and
government.
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in
the Middle Ages [Hardback]
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in
the Middle Ages. Within a few
months of assuming the
position of curator of
medieval coins at the
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American Numismatic Society indefence.
1980, Alan M. Stahl was
presented with a plastic bag Venice and its lagoons :: The
containing a hoard of 5,000
Zecca Mint
recently discovered coins,
Alan M. Stahl, Zecca: The
most of which turned out to
Mint of Venice in the Middle
be from medieval Venice.
Ages Baltimore and London:
The Johns Hopkins University
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in Press (with the American
the Middle Ages | Alan M ... Numismatic Association),
The Zecca Mint. The
2000. xviii + 497 pp. $68.
Zeccaoriginally stood near
ISBN: 0-8018-6383-X. At its
the Rialto Bridge, but was
height in the fourteenth
moved to the sestiereof San
century, the mint was second
Marcoin 1277 for safety
in size only to the Arsenal
reasons: by facing the sea,
as a single place of
there was no risk of sparks
employment for Venetians.
flying from the molten metal
and thus a fire hazard. In
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in
1536, as part of the
the Middle Ages. (Reviews ...
restructuring of the
See Zecca of Venice for the
Piazzetta, Jacopo
organization and operations
Sansovinobegan to build the
of the mint in the
Nuova Zecca: the ashlarwork
Renaissance and the remaining
also covering the columns
centuries of the Venetian
gives the entire building a
Republic. Coins. The main
feeling of great strength and coins minted during the
a certain air of military
Republic of Venice include:

silver ducato, minted for the
first time between 1193 and
1202; it was one of the first
grossi.
Coinage of the Republic of
Venice - Wikipedia
Encuentra Zecca: The Mint of
Venice in the Middle Ages
(Published in Association
With the American Numismatic
Society) de Alan M. Stahl
(ISBN: 9780801863837) en
Amazon. Envíos gratis a
partir de 19€.
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in
the Middle Ages Published in
...
Zecca : the mint of Venice in
the Middle Ages. [Alan M
Stahl; American Numismatic
Society (1907- )] -"Illustrated with photos of
Venetian coinage from the
world's major collections,
Zecca also includes a listing
of all holders of offices
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related to the medieval
Venetian mint and summaries
of all ...

creation of this work.

Media in category "Zecca
(Venice)" The following 90
Amazon.com: Zecca: The Mint
files are in this category,
of Venice in the Middle Ages out of 90 total. Carlevarijs,
Luca - Riva degli Schiavoni
Zecca : the mint of Venice in ...
the Middle Ages (Book, 2000
with view to Salute Widely imitated throughout
Galleria Corsini, Rome.jpg
...
the eastern Mediterranean,
The resulting book, Zecca:
the gold ducat was also known 2,560 × 1,607; 329 KB
The Mint of Venice in the
as a zecchino, from the word
Middle Ages, is the first to zecca meaning a coin mint.
Category:Zecca (Venice) examine the workings of a
Despite its explicit
Wikimedia Commons
premodern mint using
Christian imagery, the
History. Initially called
extensive research in
coin...
"ducat" (ducato), for the
original documents as well as
ruling Doge of Venice who was
detailed study...
Serenissima: Medieval Coinage prominently depicted on it,
it was called the zecchino,
of Venice
after the Zecca of Venice,
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in The resulting book, Zecca:
the Middle Ages - Alan M ... The Mint of Venice in the
since 1543 when Venice began
Zecca is an impressively
Middle Ages, is the first to minting a silver coin also
called a ducat.The name of
researched historical work
examine the workings of a
the mint ultimately derives
focusing adeptly on its
premodern mint using
from Arabic: ???? ? (sikka),
subject: the Venetian mint in extensive research in
the middle ages. The
original documents as well as meaning a coin mould or die..
In some regions, in later
narrative is very readable
detailed study of the coins
centuries, this type of coin
and the presentation uses
themselves.
...
footnotes to annotate the
voluminous amount of source
Zecca: The Mint of Venice in
material that went into the
the Middle Ages by Alan M ... Sequin (coin) - Wikipedia
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Zecca: The Mint of Venice in
the Middle Ages does not only
examine Venetian coinage and
evaluate monetary policy, but
it also reconstructs the
atmosphere of the mint and
the personages that were
related to it. Alan Stahl
provides detailed and
overwhelming, although
sometimes repetitious,
evidence on the zecca from
its origin in the ninth ...

History. Initially called
"ducat" (ducato), for the
ruling Doge of Venice who was
prominently depicted on it,
it was called the zecchino,
after the Zecca of Venice,
since 1543 when Venice began
minting a silver coin also
called a ducat.The name of
the mint ultimately derives
from Arabic: ???? ? (sikka),
meaning a coin mould or die..
In some regions, in later

centuries,
...
Zecca: The
the Middle
Zecca: The
the Middle
...

this type of coin
Mint
Ages
Mint
Ages

of Venice in
| ANS Store
of Venice in
(Published in

Zecca : the mint of Venice in the
Middle Ages (Book, 2000 ...
Encuentra Zecca: The Mint of
Venice in the Middle Ages
(Published in Association With the
American Numismatic Society) de
Alan M. Stahl (ISBN:
9780801863837) en Amazon. Envíos
gratis a partir de 19€.
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